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Special Topics in Detection and Estimation Theory

The course covers various topics in detection and estimation that are of current research interest.

**Course Outline:** The detailed course outline will vary in different semesters. The following course outline is for Fall 2004. The following topics will be covered.

1. The radar-sonar problem: detection and estimation. A sequence of target, interference and channel modules will be developed; slowly fluctuating targets, singly-spread targets (Doppler or range), doubly spread targets. Ambiguity functions and scattering functions. Reference: H.L. Van Trees, *Detection, Estimation and Modulation Theory, Part III*, Wiley Interscience, 2001; Chapters 8-14 (3 weeks).


4. Application of Reduced Rank Processing to STAP (2 weeks).


**Instructor:** Dr. Harry Van Trees

**Prerequisites:** Detection and Estimation theory (ECE 734/IT 830) and Optimum Array Processing I (ECE 754/IT 837).

**Grading:** Homework (50%), Class participation (10%), Project presented near the end of the term (40%).